A RENDEZVOUS
IN SPACE

3rd stage

5mins–8mins after lift-off
Altitude: 170km
Speed: 15,250km/h

The long relationship of Soyuz and the ISS
Defying gravity and sending crew into orbit is a challenging and expensive business. The Soviet origin spacecraft Soyuz has been responsible for doing so since 1986, when it started sending manned missions to MIR and
since 2000 to the ISS. Since the retirement of Nasa's Space Shuttle in 2011, Soyuz has been the sole means of
transportation of crew members to the International Space Station to this day (2015). This graphic attempts
to explain the three main events (1. Launch - 2. Rendezvous & Docking - 3. Re-entry) of Soyuz's journey
to the ISS. With technology that was designed in the 1960s, it might be a good idea to buckle your
seat-belt as the ride might prove to be bumpy
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7 Heading to ISS

10 mins after lift-off

3 stage separation

Soyuz rockets are launched from Baikonur Cosmodrome
located in the desert steppe of Kazakhstan. After launch
the spacecraft is cut-off entirely from the rocket
and enters an orbit of 220km altitude

Launch

9mins after lift-off

The 3rd stage ignites while still
being attached to the 2nd stage.
Shortly after, the 2nd stage jettisons.
Finally, the circular structure that
joins the two stages jettisons

10 mins

Altitude: 210km

Soyuz

The spacecraft separates entirely
from the rocket. The crew starts
to experience micro-gravity
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2nd stage
2mins–5mins
after lift-off
Altitude: >40km
G-force: 3.5
(most physically
demanding
moment for
the crew)

1 stage
separation
st
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10.6m

Structure that protects
the spacecraft jettisons.
The debri falls to the
ground 550km away
in an inhabitable area

Kyrgyzstan

Descent Module
(occupied by max
3 crew members)

Instrumentation/
Propulsion module

2:40 after lift-off
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Docking System

Orbital Module

Orbit altitudes: 220km Insertion orbit, 300km Phasing orbit, 400km ISS orbit | orbits not on scale

Russia
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Altitude: 220km (insertion orbit)
Antenas and solar arrays deploy
The Soyuz now starts heading
towards the ISS
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Rendezvous
& docking
2 days or 5–6 hrs

Soyuz is now speeding around the earth 30x
faster than a jumbo jet (in insertion orbit)
and somehow needs to get to
400km altitude, the altitude
of the ISS orbit

Hohmann transfer
From insertion orbit, Soyuz
needs to reach phasing orbit.
The Hohmann transfer ensures
this by 2 engine burns:

a To reach phasing orbit
b To adjust its speed to

Phasing orbit
The purpose of the phasing
orbit is to decrease the angle
between the Soyuz and the ISS.
The Soyuz now needs to stay in
phasing orbit until the required
angle has been reached

Bi-elliptic transfer
The Soyuz now needs to climb
100km further above to reach
the ISS orbit. This involves 3
engine burns:

a and b: To reach the ISS orbit
c: To correct its speed
and stay within orbit

stay in phasing orbit

Main chute
(1000m2 area)

The escape tower jettisons,
followed by the 4 boosters,
which then fall 350km away
in an inhabitable area

Approaching ISS

Docking

Since 2013 the rendezvous
takes around 6 hours to
complete. The whole
docking sequence is fully
automated, while giving
manual control to the crew in
case something goes wrong

The vehicles are now docked.
A process of 1–2 hours ensures all
safety requirements are met before
opening the hatch. The crew can now
enter the ISS where they are going to
spend their time for the next months

3.5 hrs
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Re-entry

1st stage
40 secs after lift-off
Altitude: 11km

G

Speed: 1,640km/h
G-force: 1.5

35 secs after lift-off
Speed: 300km/h
The rocket performs the
pitch manoeuvre towards
the desired orbit

Lift-off T+00:00:00
All engines on full thrust

Landing
Seconds before touching ground,
the vehicle’s speed decreases
when two sets of 3 small engines
at the bottom of the vehicle fire,
ensuring a softer landing

Landing site: Flat steppe of
Kazakhstan

Heat shield jettison

Parachutes deployment

Free fall

The heat shield and window
covers jettison and the vehicle
vents excessive fuel and oxygen
in order to minimise the possibility
of explosion on impact

Two pilot chutes deploy first. A
drogue chute (24m2) is released
immediately after and finally the
main chute (1000m2 area). Speed
decreases to 22km/h

The capsule starts to free fall
through the atmosphere with the
crew members experiencing
around 4G. At 10.5km altitude, the
speed decreases to 800km/h

Altitude: 5.5km

Altitude: 9km

Altitude: 35km

Modules jettison
Only the Descent Module will
make it back to Earth. The other
two modules jettison prior re-entry and burn in the atmosphere

De-orbit burn
An approx. 4 minute-burn
takes place in order to slow
down Soyuz to 120m/s and to
correct a trajectory that will
ensure a safe re-entry

Undocking
Mechanical pushers push Soyuz
away from ISS. Two minutes later
a separation burn takes place

30 mins before landing
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